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Suggestion How Project Green Network Could Work

In my opinion, a network of all participants of Challenge Green and friends and more
would be brilliant.
Yes, I commit to take on a leadership-roles in the future.
Here is my specific idea: every member of the network should agree to spend one hour a
week on this work. This one hour would typically consist of publicizing and spreading one idea
in whatever manner they see as most helpful. This could be setting up a mini-booth in their high
school or campus, but it could also consist of contacting people one-on-one, or giving a
presentation about it. These ideas can be generated within the network by people blogging about
one specific idea and preparing materials about this idea. For example, one idea could be to build
little insect homes in one’s yard. This is fairly simple to do and members of Turning Green
Network could produce a one page flyer or website to share around the network that people then
could use for their Spreading-The-Idea-Activity-Of-The-Week activity. Another example could
be increasing awareness about one-way plastic and different alternatives. This may be well
known in the state of California and in the European Union, but it is not heavily discussed in
other parts of the United States. Within the network, there can be a system of making proposals
for making these kinds of ideas and others can give their support to specific ideas to help others.
This would create an archive of ideas that people can draw from for their weekly activity.
One way to fulfil one’s hour for the week could also be to recruit one other person to join
the network. Thereby, the network would grow, and hopefully with it, its influence would also
grow.
Some of these ideas, including potential flyers, could also be drawn from the annual
Project Green competition to add to the archive and add ideas. Given the wide scope of
international participants, some of these ideas could have a more regional focus.

